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Abstract—The existence and survival of virtual learning groups (VLGs) depends upon the satisfaction, learning, and retention of their students. This paper reviews literature that offers strategies for effective teaching and learning in VLGs, focusing on major theoretical perspectives about interactivity. It identifies gaps, shortfalls, and conflicts in extant research on virtual education and suggests next steps scholars should take to make literature and research in this area more robust.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Communication technology’s effects on virtual groups are a topic of longstanding concern. Despite decades of research there appears little consensus on how to shape the development of virtual learning groups (VLGs) to encourage participation and increase their effectiveness. This paper will review literature that offers strategies for effective teaching and learning in virtual learning groups, focusing on major theoretical perspectives about interactivity in virtual communication and the implications each perspective offers for shaping virtual groups’ interactions and effectiveness. The paper studies the strategies and frameworks/theories used to enhance learning in virtual groups and identifies conflicts in existing literature. It concludes by proposing ways that can help increase the likelihood of creating a learning environment that promotes deep and meaningful learning, and is satisfying to students.

II. BACKGROUND AND THEORETICAL THEMES

Online learning holds great appeal to a large number of people all over the world due to its flexibility, ease of access, and convenience. Allen and Seaman reported that over 6.7 million college students were taking at least one online course during fall 2012, representing 32% of all higher education students in United States [1].

Although some forms of virtual learning, such as massive open online courses (MOOCs) are highly glorified and immensely popular in this new technological age, critics are skeptical of such enthusiasm, arguing that the benefits are immensely popular in this new technological age, critics are skeptical of such enthusiasm, arguing that the benefits are largely theoretical [2]. Empirical research has shown mixed evidence of the effectiveness of such forms of virtual learning. Some studies have shown that students report feeling isolated and alone while taking online courses [3]-[5], which eventually results in lower student satisfaction in online courses and lower persistence levels. The rates of students who fail to complete their online courses range from 10% to 75% [6]-[8].

This poses a huge threat to online learning courses; If students do not stay on and complete a course, or if they feel dissatisfied while taking the online course, it will adversely affect their learning, or, there will be no learning at all. Persistence and satisfaction form the foundation of learning [9], without which, learning may not occur, hence, the importance of looking at students’ persistence and satisfaction.

Online courses facilitate learning through VLGs, which consist of students who learn together primarily via technology and computer-mediated communication (CMC) while remaining, for the most part, geographically dispersed. They are aptly defined as groups in which “students discuss learning materials or cooperate in problem-solving by means of CMC” [10].

To proceed, we need to understand the root causes of why students do not persist in VLGs and what causes them to drop out or not participate at all. Previous studies have highlighted various factors, which include family pressures, problems with technology, and finances [11]-[13]. These factors can be classified as external factors (factors which the participant exercise little or no control over). Also, there are internal factors such as self-motivation and self-determination (factors which the participant can exercise control over). Lastly, other factors highlighted by researchers include poorly designed courses, lack of interactivity, feelings of isolation and loneliness, and lack of instructor presence [8], [14]-[16]. These factors are labeled as communication factors (factors affected by communication processes in virtual learning groups).

Although some of the factors listed above are beyond the control of course designers, researchers, and administrators (e.g., family pressure, time constraints, self-determination), some of them (communication factors such as interactivity and presence) are at the heart of online course design, which course designers can control for in VLGs. Previous studies have reached the consensus that some form of interaction is advantageous to learning in an online environment. This paper reviews the literature on interactions in VLGs and surveys the various factors and deliberate strategies that scholars have suggested to help students learn better and more effectively in virtual learning groups.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Interactivity

Interactivity is defined as the degree to which a communication technology can create a mediated environment in which participants can communicate both synchronously and asynchronously, and participate in reciprocal message exchanges [17]. According to Rafaeli, interactivity, or third order dependency among communicators’ messages is any third (or later) message is related to previous exchanges made between users [18]. This definition of interactivity means that with regard to human users, interactivity refers to their ability to perceive their virtual interactions (online) as interpersonal communication (offline) and consequently increase their awareness of telepresence, thereby blurring the line between offline and online communication, or interactions [17].

Using this definition, we review literature on interactivity and various theories which have highlighted the importance of interactions in virtual learning, followed by empirical studies which support or contradict the theories.

B. The Seven Principles for Good Practice in Education

Not a theory per se, four of the seven principles delineated by Chickering and Gamson on good practices in undergraduate education form a good basis on which we can look at learning in VLGs and further frame the theories reviewed in this literature [19]. They include:

1) Encourage contacts between students and faculty
2) Develop reciprocity and cooperation among students
3) Use active learning techniques (that is, students are to be participants in knowledge construction instead of passive recipients of information)
4) Give prompt feedback

Although these principles were not designed with virtual learning in mind, we will notice that their arguments still stand in today’s world of virtual learning. We will revisit these principles after reviewing literature and surveying the various factors and deliberating strategies that researchers have suggested to help VLGs become more effective.

C. Social Constructivist Theory

From the social constructivist viewpoint, learning occurs when students’ perspectives and experiences are brought into collaborative work where there is an integration of ideas [20], and when students interact and explain their thinking to one another usually through asynchronous, threaded forums or discussion boards. Based on the social constructivist theory, interactions through collaborations and knowledge construction should predict significant levels of learning in students [24]. In one study, it was found that student-to-student interactions via the ability to share their learning experiences with one another and their ability to communicate with others in the course, increased their sense of community and encouraged them to work in teams. These interactions also contribute significantly to students’ learning and satisfaction [24]. This study did not, however, examine the frequency of the interactions nor the depth of interactions between students which led to this significant finding. We cannot be sure of what exactly (depth, or types or other factors) constitutes and promotes learning and satisfaction in student-to-student interactions in VLGs because previous studies have analysed such attitudes via questionnaires or surveys only.

Several approaches to designing virtual learning groups can be derived from existing precedents and theoretical suggestions from the social constructivist perspective, however. One would be for course instructors to design collaborative work or tasks in manners which would elicit the sharing of students’ experiences and to use their experiences in the construction of meaning and knowledge [20]-[22].

A second, and complementary strategy would be to ensure there are easy-to-use and easy-to-access channels for participants in VLGs to interact, communicate and/or collaborate with one another - either synchronously or asynchronously - as to allow participants the opportunity to share and work together. Very few empirical studies have been found to study if the nature of communication, whether synchronous or asynchronous, has a significant effect on student’s learning and satisfaction in virtual groups. A meta-analytic study was designed by a group of researchers to test if the nature of feedback between student and instructor may impact the level of learning. They defined a synchronous system as a condition where “comments, question, or feedback were simultaneous” and it “involves a “live” instructor with whom the students may directly communicate with”. Conversely, they defined an asynchronous system as one in which “the student cannot directly communicate with an instructor” [25]. They reported that:

There does not seem to be support for the implementation of synchronous interactive technologies or classrooms to increase performance. Performance did not differ as a result of the use of synchronous interactive technologies [25].

They defined performance as the ability to master content and skills. Their finding seems to suggest that asynchronous communication is as good as synchronous communication in VLGs. However, we need to bear in mind that they were only studying academic performance and not students’ satisfaction and retention, which are the focus of this paper.

Furthuring this claim on the relative substitutability of
synchronous and asynchronous interaction, Anderson claimed that:

I have been informally polling students about the relative advantage and disadvantage of various forms of mediated and face-to-face, synchronous and asynchronous, educational activities. From these polls, I conclude that there is a wide range of need and preference for different combinations of paced and un-paced, synchronous and asynchronous activity, and also a strong desire for variety and exposure to different modes and modularities of educational provision and activity [26].

What this tells us, at best, is that a mix of synchronous and asynchronous communication is required in an effective VLG. It does not, however, answer the question of whether the two different forms of communication or interaction have significantly different effects on students’ learning and satisfaction in VLGs. This area of nature of communication in virtual learning remains to be tested and studied.

Bernard, Abrami, Borokhovski, Wade, Tamim, Surkes and Bethel, through their meta-analysis on the types of interactions (student-student, student-instructor, student-content) and their effects on students’ achievement, attitudes and course completion rates, suggest that it may not be about the mode of communication (whether synchronous or asynchronous or mix) that is affecting students’ achievement, attitudes and persistence in VLGs, but the quality and strength of interactions within each mode of interaction [27]. The authors noted, however, that they did not have sufficient evidence and data on the specific interaction treatments and types of interactions that participants engaged in to make a conclusion on this front. Hence, further strengthening the argument of the importance of deciphering and pinpointing specificities (types, frequencies, depth) of interactions that take place in VLGs.

This conflict in existing literature on the mode of communication in VLGs and learning begs an answer. The question of whether the two different forms of interactions have significantly different effects on students’ learning and satisfaction in virtual learning groups remain to be answered. On top of that, Bernard et al.’s study adds another layer to this argument: do the modes of interaction matter or do their quality, frequency and type matter more? This area of nature of communication in virtual learning remains to be tested and studied.

D. Social Integration Theory

The social integration theory emphasises the importance of a sense of belonging in students to their learning environments through active participation in communities. As explained by Tinto, persistence in college, is not only attributed to individual characters, but the outcome of a longitudinal process of interactions between individuals and their peers, faculty, and administration of their school [9], [28], [29]. These interactions may take the form of formal (academic performance) and informal (faculty/staff interactions) academic systems and formal (extracurricular activities) and informal (peer-group) social systems [30]. In order for students to persist in an academic course, it is important for them to be engaged or involved in communities (e.g. student council, co-curricular activities, interest groups, sports groups, subject groups). According to the tenets of the social integration theory, involvement in such communities will enhance a student’s sense of belonging through communication and interaction with others in the same environment.

Liu, Gomez, Khan, and Yen examined students’ level of persistence and their sense of a community within a VLG. In a case study of 28 faculty members and 20 online MBA students, the authors noted a relationship between students’ sense of community and lowered feelings of isolation as well as reductions in likelihood that they will drop out of their online course [31]. In other words, when students feel a sense of community in their online course environments, likelihood of persistence is strengthened [13], [31], [32].

Drawing upon the social integration theory, several strategies may be suggested to improve the effectiveness of VLGs. First, VLGs should be designed to allow for information exchange, discussions, and interactions between peers and instructors. For example, virtual features which facilitate communal behaviour such as forums, discussion boards, and emails should be present and easily accessible in VLGs to allow for communication and connection with others.

Second, apart from installing features which allow communal behaviour, virtual learning groups should encourage the formation of formal (e.g. class groups, small-in-class groups for collaborative work) or informal (e.g. location-based communities to allow for informal meet-ups, college-based communities, interest-based communities) communities to further enhance a student’s sense of community.

Third, drawing upon social identification theory, to increase commitment and retention in such smaller communities within VLGs and subsequently the VLGs as a whole, group saliency should be designed into communities in VLGs. Farzan, Dabbish, Kraut, and Postmes found that interpersonal attraction and group saliency may increase group members’ commitment and increase retention rates in virtual communities. They examined the notion of commitment in online communities by emphasising on interpersonal relationships between individuals and the saliency of a community as an entity [33]. This study draws on the social identification theory - when social identification is great, then group attraction is great and members value being a part of the group and desire to be valued members [34]. Farzan et al.’s study reflected on these social identification principles by arguing that in all communities, it appears that the encouragement of the formation of shared identities help to increase commitment of members to an online community [33]. This study, although did not deal with interactions specifically, adds another layer to the notion of communities expounded in this section - if done correctly, an increase in group saliency and group identification would enhance commitment and retention rates, which would then fuel more interactions and sense of belonging to the communities and VLGs.

E. Interaction Equivalency Theorem

Anderson, in the interaction equivalency theorem, suggests that meaningful learning can occur when at least one of these
three forms of interaction is present at a high level: student-student, student-instructor, and student-content. This theorem implies that an online course designer can substitute one type of interaction for one of the others with little loss in educational effectiveness [26].

**Student-student.** Student interactions, according to Miyazoe and Anderson, meant interactions with other course members (e.g., collaborative or cooperative learning) [35]. In line with the social constructivists, peer-to-peer interactions allow for the investigation and development of multiple perspectives on an issue, which help students to learn [36].

Prior research has examined the importance of student-to-student-interactions in online courses. Walker and Kelly set out to answer the question of what contributes to student satisfaction in online learning by surveying graduate and undergraduate students at the end of their online courses in the University of Oklahoma. They found that more than half of the respondents claimed that “they enjoy sharing their work and getting comments from other students in the course” and when asked for the worst features of the VLG, “quality of interactions” was a frequently cited feature. The authors noted that this had to do with the students feeling isolated as they were not able to interact with their peers, citing the typical comment, “I wish there was more interaction among students” [37]. They reported that one of the disadvantages most frequently cited by students with respect to VLGs is that there is no opportunity for interaction with classmates. Although this study was done on online learning in general and not on VLGs specifically, the finding can be extrapolated to highlight the importance of affording for interactions within VLGs. The finding also lends support to Anderson’s claim that student-student interactions are an important arm in creating meaningful learning in virtual groups [26].

Also susceptible to similar criticisms as Sher’s study [24] as reviewed in an earlier section, Walker and Kelly’s [37] study failed to reveal exactly what types, frequency, and depth of interactions participants crave for and the meaning of “quality of interactions” is, at best, dubious.

Comparing this perspective of peer interactions with that of the social constructivist’s, the interaction equivalency theorem does not seem to emphasise learning through the sharing of one’s own experiences and the integration of student-to-student ideas and experiences to construct knowledge and meaning. Instead, its emphasis is on the ability for students to be able to converse, or perceive the presence of one another. In other words, the social constructivist presents us with the kind of interactions that will lead to learning, albeit vague in terms of specificities, while the interaction equivalency theorem simply states the importance of peer-to-peer activity, whichever form it may take. An important question we want to ask here is: do the types of interactions matter in terms of raising students’ learning, satisfaction, and retention in VLGs, or is higher frequency, or more communication sufficient? Literature thus far is still mixed in terms of the specificities of interactions required, although, is has established, in general terms, that interactivity is important in VLGs. This point has also been brought up by Bernard et al. - they highlighted the importance to distinct actual behaviors which constitute the three types of interactions so they may be observed or measured, however they are seldom described and reported in research papers in sufficient depth and precision to allow for a systematic review of education literature [27].

Meriting note in this section, however, is that student-to-student interactions are generally agreed amongst scholars to positively affect learning, satisfaction and retention rates in virtual learning groups, they remain to be studied in greater detail. The measures and definitions used by the researchers in this literature should be fine-tuned and tested in greater detail and depth in order to single out the intricacies of student-to-student interactions that best enhance learning in VLGs. As mentioned by Bernard et al., while conducting a meta-analysis on interactions and learning in virtual education, they were unable to find measures to code for activities as well as quality and quantity of interactions which would make it possible for them to connect them with measures of achievement, attitudes and persistence [27]. Hence, forming a gap in their findings. This highlights the importance of such data in order to advance the virtual education literature.

**Student-instructor.** Student-instructor interactions refer to the ability for students and teachers to interact, either via synchronous or asynchronous communication platforms using text, audio, and/or video [36]. They can include emails, forums, or feedback from instructors to students with regards to their work or progress in a course.

Thurmond, Wambach, Connors, and Frey developed a questionnaire to find out how a student’s level of satisfaction in a VLG differs from a traditional classroom setting. To capture student’s evaluation of web-based learning versus that of a traditional, face-to-face classroom, they asked this question in relation to student-instructor interaction: “Compared to a similar course that relied primarily on face-to-face discussions, because of the way this course uses electronic communications (e-mails, computer conferences, chat groups, online discussions), how likely are you to feel like you know the instructor?” They reported that students who perceived that they knew the instructor through the VLG via CMC tended to believe that they were better assessed. Those who responded most positively about knowing the instructor reported actively participating more in online discussions [14]. The findings seem to indicate that interactions, or the perceived interactions with, and presence of an instructor, foster a belief in students that they were being adequately assessed which increased satisfaction and encouraged participation in virtual discussions. These findings support the social integration theory’s argument on the importance of having a sense of community in VLGs.

In another study exploring interaction equivalency theorem, Rhone wanted to find out what forms of interaction learners value most in VLGs [38]. Participants were asked to rank course elements of highest importance to them. It was reported that the most important aspects of a VLG to participants are interactions with the instructor and quality course content. Although the depth and frequencies of such interactions were, again, not specified, this study gave us insights as to the kinds of student-instructor interactions students in VLGs hope to have. It can, also, be gleaned from these empirical studies that student-instructor interactions do have a part to play in enhancing learning in VLGs.
A practical deduction from empirical studies reviewed thus far, is that feedback may be a type of student-instructor interaction that has astounding effects on learning.

To look at feedback in VLGs in more detail, Espasa and Meneses reported that there is a statistically significant relationship between instructor feedback to students and the results of students’ grades [39]. Another study by Soon, Sook, Jung, and Im obtained questionnaire responses from sixty students on their satisfaction at the end of online course. One area that received the most number of negative responses from the students included insufficient feedback from professors regarding reports and questions [40]. Implications of these empirical studies suggest that feedback from instructors may form an important arm in increasing students’ learning, satisfaction and retention.

A shortfall of previous research which looked at the student-instructor interactions, is the lack of a clear indication of the types of student-instructor interactions that may be most practical and effective to be implemented in VLGs. The literature suggests that such interactions contribute to better retention rates, better student grades, and higher student satisfaction, but such interactions were vaguely described and tested. Similar to student-to-student interactions, more detailed studies need to be conducted to find out the exact types, kinds, depth, and frequencies of such interactions which best contribute to students’ learning and satisfaction in VLGs.

**Student-content.** The last component in this theorem is that of student-content interaction. Building upon the argument put forth by Berners-Lee, who describes the semantic Web as an environment in which content is formulated, stored, searched and computed automatically through technology, this capacity allows for the development of useful teacher and learner agents, which encourage the migration to content-based forms of interaction instead of human-to-human interactions [41]. This arm of the interaction equivalency theorem (student-content interaction), however, is not the focus of this paper. Based on the earlier definition by Kiousis of interactivity used for this paper [17], the focus of this paper is on the human-to-human element of interactions, which allows for reciprocity of communication.

### IV. DISCUSSION

The table below (Table I), summarises how the various theories reviewed fall into the principles as posited by Chickering and Gamson [19]:

As evident from Table I, there is no clear demarcation of which one principle or theory will yield the most effective results in improving the effectiveness of VLGs. Although vastly different theories which originated from different time periods and to answer different questions, the theories come together quite cohesively under the seven principles framework. This indicates that there is consistency in the virtual education literature - scholars agree on the importance of general principles such as active knowledge construction, interactions and feedback in virtual education. The review, however, also revealed the lack of depth and precision in extant research. Although scholars confirmed the dominant theories, they failed to illustrate the finer details of interactions, which they speak of. For example, many scholars pointed out that student-to-instructor interactions are instrumental in the learning and satisfaction of students in VLGs. They did not provide more detailed information on the types of interactions students are looking for, the frequency of interactions, or the depths of interactions students endeavour to have when engaged in VLGs. In a similar vein, such important details were also left out in student-to-student interactions research. As previously emphasised, such specificities are necessary to advance virtual education research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theories/Frameworks reviewed</strong></td>
<td>Interaction equivalency theorem</td>
<td>Interaction equivalency theorem</td>
<td>Interaction equivalency theorem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social integration theory</td>
<td>Social integration theory</td>
<td>Social integration theory</td>
<td>Social integration theory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social constructivist theory</td>
<td>Social constructivist theory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another important gap has been identified while reviewing literature on interactions and virtual learning. While scholars argue for the importance of interactions, they seem to group all kinds of communication under the umbrella of interactions without deciphering if any one mode of communication may supersede another in achieving the learning outcomes they are after. VLGs are set in the virtual world, in which, most communication is computer-mediated. CMC can be synchronous or asynchronous. Anderson, in his interaction equivalency theorem, posits that interaction, whether synchronous or asynchronous, can lead to positive learning outcomes, without providing empirical evidence that both types of communication lead to similar levels of effectiveness in learning, satisfaction, or persistence in students [26]. Bernard et al. brought out a contrasting point, reporting that student achievement, satisfaction and persistence in virtual learning groups have more to do with the quality and depth of interactions rather than the types [27]. Hence, we ask: Does synchronous and asynchronous CMC yield the same learning outcomes in virtual learning groups? This is an important question to answer as it will provide VLGs designers and instructors with valuable feedback as to how best to allocate their resources. Also, do the mode (synchronous, asynchronous or mix) not matter as long as they are of a certain depth, frequency and quality? These are two important questions under the umbrella of communication modes in
VLGs that need to be answered.

Lastly, according to the interaction equivalency theorem, one is able to effectively substitute one form of interaction (student-student, student-instructor, student-content) for another. In Anderson’s words:

“Deep and meaningful formal learning is supported as long as one of the three forms of interaction is at a high level. The other two may be offered at minimal levels, or even eliminated, without degrading the educational experience” [26].

This literature has reviewed empirical studies which highlight the importance of student-student and student-instructor interactions. No empirical study, however, seems to have studied the substitution effect as mentioned by Anderson. What previous research has done is to separately test each type of interaction but no comparative study has been done on the substitutability of student-student and student-faculty interactions in VLGs. Hence, till now, we are unable to make the claim that student-student or student-instructor interactions will yield the same, or similar levels of satisfaction, and/or persistence, or, in other words, substituting one type of interaction for the other will not significantly affect students’ learning, satisfaction or retention in VLGs. Hence, the equivalence in the interaction equivalency theorem remains to be tested.

V. LIMITATIONS IN THEORIES REVIEWED

The present research reviewed three theoretical approaches to highlight the importance of student-student and student-instructor interactions. No empirical study, however, seems to have studied the substitution effect as mentioned by Anderson. What previous research has done is to separately test each type of interaction but no comparative study has been done on the substitutability of student-student and student-faculty interactions in VLGs. Hence, till now, we are unable to make the claim that student-student or student-instructor interactions will yield the same, or similar levels of satisfaction, and/or persistence, or, in other words, substituting one type of interaction for the other will not significantly affect students’ learning, satisfaction or retention in VLGs. Hence, the equivalence in the interaction equivalency theorem remains to be tested.
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